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C. Subnet network mask
D. Network Time Protocol (NTP) settings
E. Default Gateway IP

Answer: A, C, D

QUESTION: 64
Which statement is true, when SIP Monitoring is enabled on a SIP Entity?

A. Session Manager will monitor the status of that SIP Entity by sending SIP OPTIONS requests
B. SIP Entity will monitor the status of Session Manager by sending SIP OPTIONS requests
C. Session Manager will monitor the status of that SIP Entity by sending SIP SUBSCRIBE
requests
D. Session Manager will monitor the status of that SIP Entity by sending SIP NOTIFY requests

Answer: A

QUESTION: 65
In which configuration does Avaya
instances for optimal redundancy

recommend arranging multiple Session Manager

A. Active-Standby
B. Supervisor Redundant
C. Hot Standby
D. Active-Active

Answer: D

QUESTION: 66
A technician is asked with creating a set of Routing Policies for the organization

A. A SIP entity must be specified as destination and as an origination point. You must provide
the tines of day that the policy applies, and a dial pattem or regular expression that the call URI
must match
B. The destination SIP entity can either be chosen specifically, or it may be selected implicitly
using a matching expression Multiple times of day the policy is active can be chosen. The policy
must have either a dial pattem or regular expression

C. A routing policy MUST specify a SIP entity as a destination, and also a dial pattem which the
called party in the SIP message is matched against. Inclusion of a time range, or time range, or
regular expression, is optional but recommended since it makes the policy more specific
D. A SIP entity must be specified as an end point, the times of day that the policy applies must
be provided, either a dial pattem or regular expression for the policy must be provided

Answer: A

QUESTION: 67
Which two wildcard characters does Session Manager allow to be used to specify a location?
(Choose two)

A. “!” (star/asterisk)
B. “#” (pound/hex)
C. “%” (percentage)
D. “x”
E. “$” (dollar)

Answer: A, D

QUESTION: 68
Avaya products ensure that authentication credentials and file transfers are protected when sent
across the network by using which three methods? (Choose three)

A. HTTPS
B. TeInet
C. Secure Shell (SSH)
D. Secure Copy (SCP) E. HTTP

Answer: A, C, D

QUESTION: 69
A new feature has been deployed in the network, It must be applied to ALL calls made and
received by employee Jane Smith A technician has been asked to make the necessary
arrangements Alter adding a SIP Entity and Entity Link, which sequence describes the next steps
that should be taken?

A. Navigate to Jane’s User Profile and open the Session Manager Profile From the Originating
Application Sequence drop down list, select the new Application Sequence Do the same with the
Terminating Application Sequence drop down list mark them both as being Mandatory
B. Define the new feature as an Application Add the Application to an Application Sequence,
Mark the Application Sequence as Mandatory Add the Application Sequence to Jane’ User
Profile
C. Create a new Application Sequence or edit one that already exists, Add details of the new
feature to the Application Sequence, Mark the new feature as being mandatory Apply the
Application Sequence to Jane’s Originating and Terminating Application Sequences in her
Session Manager Profile
D. Define a new Application that details the new feature. Add the new Application to an
Application Sequence, Apply the Application Sequence to both ORIGINATING AND
Terminating Application Sequences in Jane’s Session Manager Profile

Answer: C

QUESTION: 70
Which role do the Call Admission Control (CAC) parameters play in Session Manager?

A. They prevent some into subscription of VoIP networks by applying CAC to media traffic, not
signaling traffic
B. They prevent under subscription of VoIP networks by applying CAC to signaling traffic, not
media traffic
C. They prevent over subscription of VoIP networks by applying CAC to signaling traffic, not
media traffic
D. They prevent over subscription of VoIP networks by applying CAC to media traffic, not
signaling traffic
E. They prevent under subscription of VoIP networks by applying CAC to media traffic, not
signaling traffic

Answer: D

QUESTION: 71
Which statement describes the relationship between System Manager and System Platform?

A. System Platform hosts System Manager
B. System Platform provides access to System Manager’s data repositories
C. System Manager is the User Interface through which System Platform is administered
D. System Manager and System Platform are peer applications. Both installed on Avaya S8800
servers

Answer: A

QUESTION: 72
Which component of the Communication Profile can be changed by modifying a user via
Communication Profile Edition?

A. Communication Address
B. Session Manager Profile
C. Endpoint Profile
D. Messaging Profile

Answer: B
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